Don Juan Penguin Classics
Don juan is a long, digressive satiric poem by lord byron, based on the legend of don juan, which byron
reverses, portraying juan not as a womaniser but someone easily seduced by women. it is a variation on
the epic form. unlike the more tortured early romantic works by byron, exemplified by childe harold's
pilgrimage, don juan has a more humorous, satirical bent.miguel de cervantes saavedra was born in spain
in 1547 to a family once proud and influential but now fallen on hard times. his father, a poor barbersurgeon, wandered up and down spain in search of work. educated as a child by the jesuits in seville, the
creator of don quixote grew up to follow the career of a professional soldier. he was wounded at lepanto
in 1571, captured by the turks in cervantes wrote that the first chapters were taken from "the archives of
la mancha", and the rest were translated from an arabic text by the moorish author cide hamete
benengeliis metafictional trick appears to give a greater credibility to the text, implying that don quixote
is a real character and that the events related truly occurred several decades prior to the recording of this
accounte battle of lepanto was a naval engagement that took place on 7 october 1571 when a fleet of the
holy league, led by the venetian republic and the spanish empire, inflicted a major defeat on the fleet of
the ottoman empire in the gulf of patrase ottoman forces were sailing westward from their naval station in
lepanto (the venetian name of ancient naupactus Ναύπακτος, ottoman this is our list of back 2 back hits
45 rpm vinyl records made especially for jukeboxes. currently most of the below items are out of print,
but we are keeping the list online because it contains the most popular jukebox songs.
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